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Abstract

Street art is a growing phenomenon. The frequent appearance of works, projects, and events in this 
area reveals its increasing social and cultural role worldwide. The chance of digitizing art represents 
a benefit to defining cultural paths on the territory, providing an additional tool to understand and 
interpret it. Street art is characterized by peculiar aspects that make it unique in the artistic panorama. 
The democratization of contents and the physical decay of the work are two pillars. Any digitalization 
and communication project should consider them carefully, proposing a knowledge model respectful 
of the art. Augmented Reality (AR) is a representation tool that leads to achieving that delicate bal-
ance between the real and the digital, enhancing the specificities of both. The authors start from the 
experimentation about artwork digitalization, connecting image deterioration with image recognition. 
Besides, they show some possible applications in Rome through a critical analysis of the domain, open-
ing some future multidisciplinarity scenarios.
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Introduction

Street art, considered as a free graphic representation of artistic subjects on vertical or 
horizontal surfaces, is experiencing a moment of a global renaissance. These representations, 
which characterize the urban scenes, belong to everyone: creators, citizens, tourists, critics. 
It is an art without boundaries, free from museum routes but limited in protection and affil-
iation [Balocchini 2012]. Street art has different goals. On the one hand, it wants to enhance 
degraded urban areas and architectural structures, introducing new signs of cultural rebirth. 
On the other hand, it radicalizes the memory of places [Ciotta 2012]. The increasing number 
of artists confirms the growth of this phenomenon on a national scale, promoting events 
such as Super Walls [1] or CHEAP [2]. Besides, there are many events and projects world-
wide, like SHINE Mural Festival (Florida), Upfest (Bristol), Street Art Fest (Grenoble), Afri-cans 
Street Art Fest (Kampala), HK walls (Hong Kong), MURAL Festival (Montreal) and Brisbane 
Street Art Festival (Brisbane). Different international projects aimed to connect artistic works 
within urban fabrics in Madrid [3], Barcelona [4], Lisbon [Guimarães et al. 2016, pp. 3654-
3657], Glasgow [5], Vienna [6], USA [7]. Instead, Street Art shows a slow development in 
areas with strict regulations, like the movement Streets are yours promoted in Japan. In China 
the Street Art was applied on the walls of many schools in 2016 to promote the return to 
class in disadvantaged areas through the project Back to school China. Finally, the foundation 
of extraterritorial associations that promote street art linked to specific global issues, such 
as slavery and child labor, is growing (i.e., https://streetartmankind.org). The topic’s relevance 
has led to the creation of journals devoted to street art, such as the Street Art & Urban Cre-
ativity Scientific Journal (SAUC), thematic journal issues [8], or specific workshops [Casimiro 
2019, pp. 1-2].
In a global communication framed by massive use of images and videos, the growth of this 
artistic movement may benefit from these digital channels. The link between artworks and 
descriptive or multimedia content can significantly improve street art understanding, valor-
izing the presence in the territory. Augmented Reality (AR) is a tool to read “beyond the 
visible”, providing a multigenerational stimulus that brings different audiences closer to Street 
Art, proposing new cultural paths. A cultural approach compliant with the street art princi-
ples and its contents requires answering the following questions:
– Can the digitization process be respectful of a street artwork?
– What is the balance between permanent digital data and temporary art?
– Could the interest in applying AR tool overcome the attraction in the real artwork? 
The authors try to answer by proposing a critical analysis of the main characteristics of street 
art and the pros and cons of AR in the domain.

Main Street Art Features

Urban art can be considered a wide container within multiple artistic currents converge, 
from graffiti to street art, with specific materials, communication, and representation [Arnal-
di 2014]. Often street art describes contemporary subjects or political themes, provoking 
people and creating a deep relationship with public spaces and inhabitants. Some features 
are relevant for understanding the street art essence establishing a respectful relationship.
The “democratization” of contents and communication is the first one. Street art has be-
come a socio-cultural phenomenon defined by dynamic connotations with no precise edges. 
For these reasons, the artistic subjects expand the audience to all ages and cultural back-
grounds. The flourishing of many events organized by cultural associations in collaboration 
with public institutions worldwide exemplifies this trend, leading the art into a more framed 
flow. At a national scale, the Cultural Association MURo [9] promotes festivals and urban art 
projects, fostering the idea of a diffuse museum of Urban Art in Rome. In the same district, 
the social projects Big City Life (2015) and Moltitudini – Big City Life (2018) [10] allowed to 
requalify some buildings in Via di Tor Marancia and Tor Bella Monaca. Another projects are 
Diciamo Insieme Grazie and Dominio Pubblico – MILLENNIALS A(r)T WORK – MA(r)T; the first 
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left a testimony on Covid-19 emergency, the second bring up young people contact the ur-
ban fabric and contemporary art. Despite these examples, several artists want to preserve 
a connotation of illegal activity and free experimentation, working in degraded urban areas 
or abandoned buildings. At last, art democratization refers to the urban transformations and 
human sensory limitations that can neglect art accessibility.
The concept of temporary street art, named “impermanence” [Meschini 2020, pp. 1-22], is 
a second pillar. Artists are aware of the limited durability of their works, due to the materials 
and techniques used or to the “illegal act” connotation that makes them liable to removal. 
Artwork can be subjected to tears, vandalism, removals, thefts, and natural deterioration, 
exploiting the incisiveness of the image through its dissolution. Some techniques are devoted 
to speed the realization and the communicative impact. They are often ephemeral results 
that become a heritage imprinted in the collective memory. This latter is conceived in a par-
ticipatory form to relate people and places through installations designed to be destroyed, 
torn, disassembled, and taken away in fragments as memories. They are subjects to people’s 
good decisions, bad intentions and weather events, determining all their transformation dur-
ing the time. The disappointment for the limited lifetime arises from external people, while 
the artists claim its key role in the art. Some other artists are searching for a new meaning of 
permanence in terms of techniques experimentation, assigning a function of environmental 
sustainability. Finally, there are some examples of restoration of artworks,  removing graffiti 
and tags that limit the art reading.

Digital Street Art

The physical and digital worlds, framed in the street art domain, highlight a complex rela-
tionship with apparently antithetical characteristics. The digitization of artworks improves 
their visibility in the territory, facilitating their search, accessibility, and classification [Novak 
2015, pp. 13-25] and digitally freezing their state of art [Rodriguez-Navarro et al. 2020, 
pp. 1-22]. Nowadays few national and international databases collect the artist’s works and 
relative characteristics. An example is the Street Art Cities platform [11], which catalogs and 
collects many street artworks worldwide, linked to a geographical map. In Rome, there 
are similar projects, such as the GRAArt project [12], conceived by David Diavù Vecchiato 
and MURo association. It traces the history and myth of Rome on the walls of the Grande 
Raccordo Anulare, mending the cultural gap between the monumental historical center 
and the suburbs [AA.VV. 2020]. A second project is STREETART ROMA (Artribune) which 
allows finding the artworks in the Capital area within mobile systems. The project has a 
broad audience offering geo-data integrated with the text, images, and videos. Finally, there 
are some examples devoted to single artists. Banksy Street Art Treasure Map is a free app 
for IOS mobile systems dedicated to Banksy’s works worldwide. Millo’s official website pre-
sents a map for exploring and viewing his works. In this framework, artworks digitalization 
and geo-localization simplify the construction of virtual itineraries, strengthening different 
cultural and thematic connections. It also allows freezing operas, fixing their conservation 
condition in a digital trace. However these pros, the digital replica lacks the physical rela-
tionships with its territory.

Fig. 1. Sequence of 
works that present the 
need for supplementary 
information that 
deepens the citation, 
the generative or 
constructive principle. 
a) The Deposition of 
Truth (Sirante); b) Piekary 
(Sten&Lex); c) Punto di 
fuga (JR).
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The digitization can provide additional contents (2D/3D iconic-graphic info, static or ani-
mated data) simplifying the understanding of the representative mechanisms behind the 
artwork without interfering with a direct reading. Firstly, it can help reading the connection 
between different operas by descriptive information and links to the artworks, such as Sir-
ante’s The Deposition of Truth, based on The Deposition from the Cross by the painter Rogier 
van der Weyden. A second application may explain particular techniques to achieve specific 
results, like Sten&Lex operas. According to black and white lines, they work with the stencil 
poster technique based on very fragile paper matrices. The artwork generates different 
perceptions according to the viewing distance, recalling the world of Optical Art. So, the 
artwork can be better explained deepening the optics principles. Finally, it can be crucial to 
use digital data to explain the works’ geometric construction by referring to perspective 
principles. An example is JR’s perspective anamorphosis of Punto di fuga artwork, a large-
scale poster art (Fig. 1).
A solution that may preserve the characteristics of the works and provides integrative digital 
content is represented by Augmented Reality. It is a tool in which real and digital converge, 
allowing to explore and perceive information not contained or not immediately/visually per-
ceivable in reality [Geroimenko 2014]. However, the interest in applying this tool may over-
come the attraction in the real artwork. For this reason, it is appropriate to plan a critical de-
sign process that identifies the most suitable content, improving the art perception without 
replacing its direct reading and the relationship with the environment.

AR for Street Art

The augmented reality process is defined by steps which can be declined to multiple appli-
cation areas [Russo 2021]. Content democratization, art impermanence, and image recog-
nition are crucial in AR planning for street art applications. Urban art belongs to everyone, 
so democratization refers to the user’s domain, consistent with the purpose of the work. 
The AR users must range from children to the elderly. Accessibility is, therefore, a critical 
prerequisite, which is reflected in the type of device, the AR applications, the virtual inter-
action, and the content complexity. Smartphones and open-access applications are con-
sidered a suitable solution. The level of interaction must be engaging but straightforward, 
enlarging to a broad audience. Finally, it is appropriate to avoid both trivial and complex 
contents, by promoting accessibility and meeting interests for multi-generational people.
The content linked to the work is critical since it defines the relationship with the work and 
the cultural growth of the user. First, it must be consistent with the type of work, offering 
insights of a geometric-constructive nature, transversal reading, descriptive contents, or 
inspiration suggestions. Besides, the content visualization should neither replace nor hide 
the work, highlighting the opera, its relation with the context, feeding a new experience 
and interaction. The content may range from texts to photos, from drawings to interpre-
tative 2D/3D models and videos. Data simplification and description must consider the 
audience, the work of art, the user experience, and the level of interaction (Fig. 2). Besides 
the content, a second AR pillar concerns art recognition techniques. The geolocalization 
(markerless mode) makes it easy to build itineraries, simplifying the recognition of art-
works that present low accessibility. On the contrary, it can lead to a possible mismatch in 
the artwork recognition and it is invariant to the urban and artwork transformations, so 
it is not suitable to preserve the link between art, its trasformation and the environment. 
Marker recognition, expressed through coded images or 2D/3D geometries, creates a 
direct relationship with the subject, offering a more consistent solution with art imperma-
nence, the context of insertion, and fruition (Fig. 2). This approach can show some limita-
tions in itineraries construction and artwork fruition if they are located in confined places. 
Several AR projects for street art communication and promotion have been proposed in 
recent years. MAUA [13] is an open-air museum project spread over several cities, allowing 
the transformation of the works in a participatory way. This project has ignited the interest 
in AR street art, even if it suggests an overlap of graphic reinterpretations that only par-
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tially preserve the reading of the original work. Besides, the desire to connect multimedia 
content to artworks with AR, improving storytelling and expanding their fruition, is a 
theme felt by several artists. An example is the free app JR:murals, which allows interacting 
with some artworks and accessing audio-video content.

Temporary AR Test

Based on the observations made so far, the authors analyze the image recognition topic and 
suggest the association of suitable content to the artwork. All AR experiments have been 
carried out in Unity and Vuforia platforms. We started from the logical assertion: the rec-
ognition capacity of the camera should lower with the decreases in the artwork readability. 
So, the art impermanence would be respected, linking the digital content to the artwork 
readability. Two open aspects converge on this point, justifying an experimental path. 
The first regards the gradual physical decay of artworks, if not caused by anthropic interven-
tions, compared with a sudden stop of the digital system. The second aspect refers to iden-
tifying when the digital system can no longer recognize the artwork. Although not verifying 
all the variables involved in the process (camera characteristics, environmental conditions, 
graphic characteristics of the work, viewing distance), a first experiment was planned to 
test this relation.The target image used is an orthophoto of the artwork Jeeg Robot by Solo, 
created within the project Big City Life – Moltitudini 2018. Starting from this image, the time 

Fig. 2. Star diagram with 
main hardware/software 
and content components 
related to AR for street art.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the 
experimentation: on the 
left are the different types 
of targets that simulate 
the transformation of 
the artwork in time; on 
the right, the scheme 
of taking in plan and 
elevation.
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effect has been digitally simulated. The variation of color saturation is intended to simulate 
the color lack. The change of transparency corresponded to the uniform leaching effect. The 
progressive loss of reading areas simulated the wall damages, the presence of overlapping 
elements or artwork lacks. The different prints have been positioned on the same wall, uni-
fying the lighting conditions and avoiding the effect of backlighting given by display projection. 
The smartphone’s camera (A3 Samsung) was positioned at a distance of 1 meter from the 
target images, with the optical axis perpendicular to the wall (Fig. 3). In this passage, the im-
age recognition failed for two prints: the one with 75% transparency and the one with 80% 
of area reduction. The number of features still present in the remaining part affected the 
latter result, stressing the ratio between features and preserved area. Conversely, the color 
desaturation did not make any difference in image recognition. A second test was led 5 me-
ters far from the wall, still with a perpendicular axis. Such distance allowed framing the dif-
ferent classes of variables simultaneously. The experiment showed a reading priority of the 
images that contain more features. The color does not intervene in this priority, considering 
the image with a different saturation value at the same level. In the third and last test, the 
camera was positioned oblique to the wall. This experiment identified the priority between 
similar images in the distance criteria, choosing the closer image.

AR and Street Art in Rome

Based on the experiences, an AR application has been tested on three different case 
studies in Rome with the figures of Anna Magnani (Fig. 4). The first example is a large-
scale mural on a flat surface, created using the paint mural technique by Lucamaleonte. 
The work depicts three different faces of the actress with two yellow-red roses, recalling 
the city of Rome, the Roma team, and the film La rosa tatuata (1956), directed by Dan-
iel Mann. For these reasons, it was deemed appropriate to link a film clip to strengthen 
the cinema connection. The second case study is a stencil painting by Diavù made on a 
series of parallel surfaces belonging to a staircase. The work is titled Anna Magnani – La 
Diva, which does not reference a specific film. For this reason, the example lends itself to 
the connection with an explanatory content of the representative model, underlying the 
realization of the work by anamorphosis of decomposition. In this case, two additional el-
ements do not favor artwork recognition. The anamorphosis requires seeing the artwork 
from a specific point of view and extracting the correct representation. It works both 
for the target acquisition and for the AR application. Besides, the multiple planes of the 
representation do not fit well with the camera’s focal plane and the normal of the planes 
to fix the digital content. So, the recognition process depends on the point of view, the 
number of projection surfaces and the features contained in each plane (Fig. 5). The third 
and final case is a small flat surface affiches using the stencil poster technique. The work is 
by Lediesis, part of a series of stencil posters whose meaning is more linked to the women 
and their capacities. Therefore, Anna Magnani’s image represents the universe of strong 
women. So, it was considered more consistent to link the work to an interview with the 
Lediesis, explaining the general meaning in the use of female figures.
The experimentation revealed several bottlenecks in the application process. In the case 
study of Lucamaleonte, a determining factor was sunlight, which illuminates the entire 
surface at certain times of the day. This boundary condition has obliged to balance the AR 
videos transparency better, preserving the work’s legibility and AR content (Fig. 6). Diavù’s 
staircase showed the importance of identifying decomposition’s correct vanishing point of 
the anamorphosis. It determines the correct legibility of the AR. The presence of numer-
ous planes makes identifying the image by the camera complicated, simplified by using the 
central part of the image as a target (Fig. 6). At the same time, the presence of steps in 
the video transparent background confuses the visualization of the content, preferring a 
non-transparent visualization. Lediesis’s artwork presented an obstacle that prevents the 
work from being read in its entirety. The contents have been presented without transpar-
ency (Fig. 6), while the transition from nadiral to tangential makes the AR unstable.
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Conclusions

The proposed research focuses on AR to enhance and understand Street Art, suggesting a re-
spectful digital-real relationship with the artist. In particular, it is critical to keep the democratic 
content and the possibility of non-durability of the work, suggesting a consistent interaction in 
a multi-platform open-source application. Besides, the image recognition approach establishes 
a direct relationship with the physical artwork, setting the digital function according to the art 
conservation. This passage preserves the direct link between the work and the digital content, 
with regard to the durability of the work. The art recognition highlights some bottlenecks, given 
by the applied techniques, the external light conditions and the shape of which the artwork is 
represented. For example, in the anamorphosis recognition requires solving both the reverse 
perspective, looking for the preferred point of view and the mismatch in the recognition by 
the camera. This problem may change when dealing with works projected onto different (e.g. 
cylindrical) and complex surfaces. Finally, the AR content must enhances the work without 
hiding it, choosing the most suitable textual, multimedia, or 3D data. The content’s accessibility 
is connected to the democratization aspect, ranging over the levels of iconicity and the target 
audience. AR in urban art can substantially contribute to fueling the growth of this domain if 
designed according to a priority of content consistent with street art. The experiment in the 
paper suggests a possible critical approach to the problem. Besides, the topic traces a research 
domain defined by a multidisciplinary connotation, opening new research scenarios. 

Fig. 6. Experiments 
with AR in the three 
case studies with video 
in transparency (left), 
animation (centre) 
and top video (right) 
within Unity and Vuforia 
environment.

Fig. 4. Case studies 
analysed in the 
experimentation: a) Anna 
Magnani in Tiburtino 
III (Lucamaleonte), 
Anna Magnani. La Diva 
e la donna in Nuovo 
Mercato Andrea Doria 
(Diavù), Anna Magnani in 
Trastevere (Lediesis).

Fig. 5. Photographed 
staircase (left), 
geometric-perspective 
scheme with vanishing 
point and projection of 
the plane onto the steps 
(centre), anamorphosis 
reprojected in true form 
(right).
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